MetalGate Massacre vol.6: aftermath!
It is done. On Thursday, March 3, 2016, the Prague-based club Modrá Vopice hosted the
Grand Finale of the sixth installment of the bands contest MetalGate Massacre.
Competing in this final battle for the title of the overall winner and for the prizes connected to
that were MeltDown, LateXjesuS, Drunk with Pain and Agassiz. This time we finally
managed to overcome the unfortunate trend of the sixth installment, for all four bands
performed, supported by almost 100 spectators.
The result was decided once again by voting of the fans present, as well as of the expert
committee, composed of Růžena Šmejkalová (representing the Artellery Creative Division),
Petr Korál (iconic music journalist and anchor of Radio 1 and Radio Beat), Serpenth (bass
guitarist of Belphegor), Chymus (frontman of Antigod) and Bohouš Němec (music journalist
and anchor of Radio 1 and Radio Beat).
And the verdict? This time, every vote counted. With total number of 34 votes, Drunk
with Pain claimed victory. The second place was gained by MeltDown with 33 votes in
total. With 32 votes in total, Agassiz took the third place, and the final fourth went to
LateXjesuS with 14 votes in total.
The Czech-Venezuelan metal squad DRUNK WITH PAIN thus became the overall
winner of the sixth installment of MetalGate Massacre, winning a music video shoot
from Artellery Creative Divison, performance on MetaGate Czech Death Fest 2016,
merch bundle from Crystal Productions containing among other things t-shirts, guitar
picks, keychains, backdrop, and other prizes. MELTDOWN won a recording session in our
MetalGate studio and not even AGASSIZ and LATEXJESUS came short, winning a
subscription of e-version of the Muzikus magazine and some liquid prizes.
The sixth installment of MGM is behind us. What is left is to say big thank you to all who
took part in it, be it our partners, namely Modrá Vopice club, Kytary.cz, Crystal
Productions, Artellery and Muzikus magazine, also all the bands that gave it a shot, all the
jurors and last but not least all the fans that helped to drive this installment to its successful
conclusion!
Our activities do not end there. Ahead now is the Suomi Weird Spring, as well as in summer
the eighth installment of the Czech metal feast MetalGate Czech Death Fest.
See you next time!
www.metalgate.cz

